A c haracterization result for equationally de nable classes of certain coalgebras including basic hidden algebra shows that a class of coalgebras is de nable by equations if and only if it is closed under coproducts, quotients, sources of morphisms and representative inclusions. The notions of equation and satisfaction are axiomatized in order to include the di erent approaches in the literature.
Introduction
Universal algebra and its relationship with abstract model theory and abstract data types have been well explored in mathematics and computing science. Its elegant and natural approach to equational logics allowed universal algebra and especially its generalizations to many-sorted algebra 12, 19 and order-sorted algebra 13, 15 to be very suitable for semantics of equational-logicbased speci cation languages. Starting with Birkho 2 , mathematicians were interested in the de nitional power of equations, i.e., in characterization results for classes of algebras containing exactly all algebras which satisfy a given set of equations. Birkho proved in 1935 that a class of algebras is de nable by equations if and only if it is closed under common operations, such as subalgebra, quotient algebra and product algebra. He called such a class a variety. Later, the notion of algebra was de ned categorically for any endofunctor usually a monad 26 , and the Birkho axiomatizability result was also abstracted to catch other modern approaches to equational logics and even rst order logic for example 1, 29, 31 . Coalgebra, as dual notion of categorical algebra, turned out to be appropriate to handle in nite data types and dynamic systems 25, 34, 30 . A special but important case of coalgebra is basic hidden algebra 16, 18, 17 , covering many of the practical situations of interest in computing. We call it basic" because it was recently extended non-coalgebraically 32, 10 . Hidden algebra appeared as a generalization of many-sorted algebra, in order to give algebraic semantics for the object paradigm. It allows hidden and visible sorts, and satisfaction is behavioral with respect to visible experiments. The behavioral aspect makes hidden algebra more suitable for actual computing practice than standard algebra, especially because of the complexity and dynamic features of software systems developed nowadays which cannot be handled well without a behavioral approach.
The purpose of the present paper is to explore classes of certain coalgebras that are de nable by equations. We show that a class of coalgebras is de nable by equations if and only if it is closed under coproducts, quotients, sources of morphisms 2 and representative inclusions 3 . Even if our result is not as general as might seem desirable because it does not allow hidden constants and 1 On leave from Fundamentals of Computing, Faculty of Mathematics, University of Bucharest, Romania. 2 Closure under sources of morphisms means that the source of a morphism is in the class whenever its target is in the class. This notion is weaker than the closure under subcoalgebras. 3 See De nition 24. involves only a special kind of equation, having at most one hidden variable, it can be a starting point t o w ard stronger equational characterization results for coalgebra.
Related Work: As far as the author knows, the rst Birkho -like result for coalgebra belongs to Jan Rutten 34 , who introduced the notion of covariety as a class of coalgebras closed under coproducts, quotients and subcoalgebras. He showed that a class of coalgebras K is a covariety i there are a set of colors" and a subcoalgebra S of a cofree coalgebra over those colors such that K = KS, where KS is the class of all coalgebras U having the property that the unique coextension of any coloring" of U factors through S. On the other hand, Bart Jacobs 24 showed that for every set of equations E there is a subcoalgebra S as above such that KS is exactly the class of all coalgebras satisfying E. However, their results put together say only that a class of coalgebras de ned by equations is closed under the three closure operations, but nothing about the other implication. Taking over Rutten's result, Andrea Corradini 6 showed that the class of certain coalgebras actually, certain hidden algebras which satisfy a special 4 coalgebraic equational speci cation, is closed under subalgebras, quotients and coproducts or sums. Then he presented a counter-example showing that the other implication is not necessarily true. Working under a general categorical framework described in Section 2.3, we show that the notion of closure under subalgebras" can bereplaced by a weaker closure under sources of morphisms" and that a new closure operation, namely closure under representative inclusions" is needed in order to get a characterization result for classes of coalgebras de nable by equations. Peter Gumm and Tobias Schr oder further investigated characterization properties of covarieties 21, 20 . They introduced the notion of complete covariety 21 covariety closed under bisimulation and gave a Birkho -like c haracterization making use of formulas over an appropriate language. Furthermore, Peter Gumm introduced the coequations 20 elements of certain cofree coalgebras and implications of coequations and provided characterization results for covarieties and quasicovarieties classes of coalgebras closed only under quotients and coproducts in a dual manner to those by Birkho . However, coequations as elements of cofree coalgebras are in nite structures and therefore, di cult to use in practical situations to specify systems. Our main concern in this paper is not to perfectly dualise the Birkho axiomatizability results, but to investigate the de nitional power of the intuitive, well-understood and practical equations within a coalgebraic setting.
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Preliminaries and Framework
This section introduces a few facts about coalgebra, hidden algebra, inclusion systems, and then we set a framework for the rest of the paper. The reader is supposed familiar with basic notions on many sorted algebra, equational logics and category theory. We let jCj denote the objects of a category C. The composition of morphisms is written in diagrammatic order, in the sense that if f : A ! B and g : B ! C are morphisms in C, then their composition is written f; g : A ! C.
Coalgebra and Hidden Algebra
This subsection contains a brief introduction to coalgebra and hidden algebra, emphasizing the coalgebraic aspect of hidden algebra. Some satis ability properties of hidden algebra are also provided. The interested reader might consult 25, 34 and 18, 16 for more details on coalgebra and hidden algebra, respectively.
De nition 1 Given a category C and a functor F : C ! C, an F-coalgebra is a pair A; a consisting of an object A and a morphism a : A ! FA in C. A It is known in the theory of coalgebra that the kernel of the unique morphism from a system to a nal system is the greatest bisimulation on that system see, for example, section 9 on nal systems in 34 . In this light, notice that we de ned the behavioral equivalence as the greatest bisimulation on G-coalgebras. The general de nition of behavioral equivalence of hidden algebra 3, 16, 18 is more complex, involving observations on states in order to handle even the case in which hidden constants are allowed in which there is no nal hidden algebra. The interested reader might consult 27 for more on the relationship between bisimulation and behavioral satisfaction in hidden algebra.
Similarly to 24 , all equations 8X t = t 0 involved from now on are supposed to have at most one variable of hidden sort in X.
Proposition 5 Let be a -equation 8X t = t 0 having at most one variable of hidden sort. Therefore, B j . 3. Let A be the hidden -algebra`j 2J A j and let : X ! A beany map. Notice that q j ; ! A = ! A j for all j 2 J. Since there is at most one hidden variable in X, there is a j 2 J and a j : X ! A j such that = j ; q j . Therefore, ; ! A = j ; q j ; ! A = j ; ! A j , and since A j j , we get ! A t = ! A t 0 , that is, A j . 2
We consider that the three properties of satisfaction above are natural and veri ed by any coalgebraic setting over algebraic signatures. This is our reason for the axiomatization of satisfaction described in Section 4.
Inclusion systems
Inclusion systems are an alternative of factorization systems 22, 28 , which promote the idea of unique factorization. Sometimes they are preferred to factorization systems both because they are more intuitive and because proofs tend to be smoother. Inclusion systems rst appeared in 11 in the context of modularization, and were then developed and generalized in 23, 8 and also 9 .
De nition 6 hI; E iis a weak inclusion system for a category C i I and E are subcategories of C having the same objects as C, I is a partial order in the sense that there is at most one morphism between any objects in I and if there is one morphism from A to B and one morphism from B to A then A and B are equal, and every morphism f in C admits a unique factorization f = e f ; i f with e f in E and i f in I. Morphisms In most cases of interest, C is the category of indexed sets which admits the natural inclusion system described in Example 7, so CoAlgF admits a weak inclusion system whenever F preserves inclusions or is monotonic. The following de nition appeared many times in the literature under variated formulations. It basically provides a categorical framework under which all subobjects of an object can be put together in a coproduct.
De nition 10 A w eak inclusion system hI; E iof S is called well-powered i the class of subobjects of any object in S is a set. 2 
Framework
In this subsection we establish the framework and the a erent notations for the rest of the paper. It is based on previous observations that most categories of coalgebras have coproducts, nal object and admit a weak inclusion system: Framework: S is a category having coproducts, a nal object F, and a well-powered weak inclusion system hI; E i . W e claim that the framework above is general enough to be ful lled by all categories of coalgebras of interest. The requirement that hI; E iis well-powered is only a technical categorical one that is veri ed by all practical coalgebras. The objects in S can be thought of as systems and the subobjects of an object can be thought of as subsystems of that system. Notation: Let Closures under certain operations and relationships between their combinations are explored in this section. Lemma 14 shows that a class of objects closed under coproducts and quotients has a nal object and Lemma 17 gives a characterization of classes of objects closed under coproducts, quotients and sources of morphisms.
De nition 13 A class K of objects in S is closed under coproducts i the coproduct of any set of objects in K is in K, and is closed under quotients i any quotient of an object in K is in K. Given a class K, let CK denote the smallest class including K which is closed under coproducts and let HK denote the smallest class including K which is closed under E-morphisms. 2 Actually, it is easy to observe that CK HK is exactly the class of objects in S which are coproducts quotients of objects in K. Notice 
By the diagonal-ll-in property, there is a unique morphism h j such that e j ; h j = j ; e and h j ; i = q j for each j 2 J. Since Similar closure properties have been investigated in 21 . We do not need to consider the closure under subobjects in our approach it is replaced by the closure under sources of morphisms, but it is worth mentioning see 21 that the closure operators under subobjects and coproducts, and under subobjects and quotients, respectively, commute in the framework of coalgebra.
Axiomatizability
Now, we introduce an axiomatization of sentences and satisfaction that has a dual avor to C az anescu's truth systems 7 . We try to do it as generally as possible, to capture di erent v ersions equation and satisfaction of coalgebra and hidden algebra, abstracting the properties in Proposition 5 within the following Assumption: From now on in the paper, assume the existence of a map E : jSj ! Se tsuch that:
EB EA whenever there is a morphism f : A ! B, EA EB whenever there is an E-morphism e : A ! B, and T j2J EA j E`j 2J A j for each set of objects fA j g j2J in S, where`j 2J A j is their coproduct.
If it is more convenient, EA can be read all equations satis ed by A", whatever the notions of equation and satisfaction are. Also, we can say A satis es ," or , is satis ed by A" whenever , EA. Unlike institutions 14 which formalize categorically the notions of satisfaction, sentence and model keeping them distinct and providing the satisfaction condition as an interaction between them, the map E : jSj ! Se tcatches all three important notions together, skipping the signatures.
Thus it is more abstract from a certain point of view, but because of its three axioms there is little chance to be applied in this form to other non-coalgebraic situations.
Since we proved the validity of the three axioms for equations having at most one hidden variable Proposition 5, they also hold for special cases of these equations, such as equations containing only transitions terms of hidden sort having exactly one occurrence of the hidden variable, or only observations terms of visible sort having exactly one occurrence of the hidden variable as in 6 .
Fact 21
The following stronger assertions hold:
1. EA = E B whenever there is an E-morphism e : A ! B, 2.
T j2J EA j = E j 2 J A j for each set of objects fA j g j2J in S. 2 De nition 22 If , EA then A is called a ,-object. A class K of objects in S is de nable i there is a set , such that K contains exactly all the ,-objects. 2 Translated in the coalgebraic language, the de nition above says nothing else than K is denable i there exists a set of equations such that K contains exactly the systems satisfying those equations.
The next example shows that the three closure operations introduced so far are not su cient to characterize de nable classes of objects, and so it motivates De nition 24.
Example 23 Let us consider a modi ed version of the familiar Flag example 18 , where has a hidden sort, three methods, up, down and rev, and one attribute up?, but in which the data algebra has three values, true, f a l s e and unknown, and a unary operation not such that nottrue = f a l s e , notf a l s e = true and notunknown = unknown. Having in mind the standard three equations of the Flag speci cation, namely 8x up?upx = true, 8x up?downx = f a l s e and 8x up?revx = notup?x, we can de ne three functions f 1 ; f 2 ; f 3 : C z ! D as follows a dot in front of a context means that the three functions di er in that context: Therefore, ! C C 2 RHB. Since there is a morphism from A to ! C C, namely q A ; e ! C , one obtains that A 2 SRHB. Conversely, let SG be closed under representative inclusions and let G 0 be a subobject of F such that EG EG 0 . Let C denote the coproduct G 0 q G. Then by the Assumption, EG = EG EG 0 = EC. Moreover, EC = E! C C because ! C C is a quotient of C. Since there exists a morphism from G to ! C C, by the right-cancellable property we obtain G , ! ! C C . Therefore G , ! ! C C is a representative inclusion, and so ! C C i s i n S G . Since there exists a morphism from G 0 to ! C C and SG is closed under sources of morphisms, G 0 is also in SG. By the right-cancellable property, the unique morphism from G 0 to G is an inclusion.
2
Now w e are ready to formulate and prove the main result:
Theorem 30 The following assertions are equivalent for any class of objects K:
1. K is de nable, 2. K is a maximal sink, 3. K is closed under coproducts, quotients, sources of morphisms and representative inclusions, 4. K = SRHCK.
Proof: The equivalence between 2 and 3 follows immediately from Lemma 29 and Lemma 17.
The equivalence between 3 and 4 follows from Theorem 27.
Let us show that 2 implies 1. For that, let K = SG with G a maximal object. We claim that K is E-de ned by , = E G . Indeed, if B satis es , then ! B B also satis es ,, and since G is maximal we get that ! B B , ! G. Hence there is a morphism from B to G, i.e., B 2 SG = K .
Finally, let us show that 1 implies 3. Let K be E-de ned by ,. It is immediate from the Assumption that K is closed under sources of morphisms, quotients and coproducts. K is also closed under representative inclusions since , EG 0 = EG for each representative inclusion G , ! G 0 . 2 
Conclusions and Future Work
We introduced a general categorical framework for systems, namely a category with coproducts, nal object and well-powered inclusion system. Most categories of coalgebras of interest fall under this easy to check framework including hidden algebra, but it is not restricted to only coalgebras.
We then explored closure properties for such systems, introducing the notion of sink of a subsystem G of the nal system as the class of all systems from which there is a morphisms to G. Of particular interest is a characterization of sinks Lemma 17 saying that a class of systems is a sink if and only if it is closed under coproducts, quotients and sources of morphisms.
Then we presented an axiomatization for sentences as a map from systems to sets, giving for each system all the sentences it satis es. Like in institutions, sentences can be basically everything satisfying our assumptions. Various kinds of equations with at most one hidden sorted variable verify our assumptions, giving us hope that other sentences of interest in coalgebra might also fall under our axiomatization.
Despite the fact that sinks are very large classes of objects larger than covarieties" and are closed under many categorical operations including coproducts, products, quotients, subobjects, sources of morphisms, they are still too small to characterize de nable classes of systems. Example 23 shows a situation in which a sink the sink of A does not contain all the systems for example B satisfying the sentences satis ed by all its systems. Therefore, new non-standard closure operations were necessary in order to obtain Birkho -like results. Our solution was to introduce the notion of closure under representative inclusions which still involves equations; however, the situation in Example 23 does not give much hope in getting a clean categorical characterization. Then we showed that a class of systems is de nable by sentences if and only if it is closed under coproducts, quotients, sources of morphisms and representative inclusions. Interestingly, the smallest class closed under the four operations which extends a given class K, or in other words the class of all systems that satisfy the same sentences satis ed by all systems in K, can be obtained from K taking its closure under coproducts, quotients, representative inclusions and sources of morphisms, in this order. This strengthens our hope that the results in this paper can be used to prove the equational Craig interpolation for coalgebras, in the style of Rodenburg 33 . Nothing was done for conditional equations in the present paper. It would beinteresting to see which closures are not needed if there are any in order to characterize classes de nable by conditional equations, or at least by equations with visible conditions.
Hidden algebra was recently generalized to handle operations having more than one hidden argument 32, 10 . Even if the coalgebraic aspect is destroyed, some good properties of hidden algebra are still valid, such as, the behavioral equivalence is the largest hidden congruence". Can the results in the present paper, or at least part of them, be extended to the generalized framework?
